
PIXI will feed your cat  
according to schedule

PIXI will let you know if  
she needs a little help

Carefree feeding,  
right on schedule.

Works with all standard  
dry food sizes

Smart Feeder

Airtight seal for 
food freshness

Large food 
reservoir

Stainless steel 
food dish

Built-in 
Wi-Fi

Food refill  
alert

Portion 
control

Catit PIXITM Smart Feeder



SMART FEEDER
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Cute design series by Catit
The Catit PIXI™ range consists of high-end cat supplies with a sleek yet whimsical design,  
inspired by our adorable office cat Pixi. The special blend of catitude and skill results in  
unique, user-friendly products.

Cross-category range
Comparable to our popular Catit Senses series, this new product line will continue to grow in 
the future, with products from various categories that all share their cat-like styling. 
As with Catit Senses, these products are great as stand-alone items but also pair up beautifully 
thanks to their design.

Adorable styling
Our many conversations with cat groups have taught us that the ‘cute’ level in cat supplies is 
very important to cat parents. Catit PIXI™ products all share cat-like traits, such as a nose with 
whiskers, ears, and/or tail in some cases. These adorable elements appeal to any audience that 
is either young at heart or cares for their cat(s) as parents do for their children.

Because of its sleek design, Catit PIXI™ is reminiscent of a high-end fashion line that will  
tickle anyone’s fancy.

PATENT PROTECTED.
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Catit PIXITM helps you care for your cat anywhere, at any time
The Catit PIXI™ Smart Feeder provides your cat with timely, portioned meals,  
even when you’re not at home. It appeals to your cat’s natural instinct to eat  
various small meals throughout the day, with reduced risk of binge eating.

SMART FEEDER

Large food 
reservoir 

Airtight seal for 
food freshness

Stainless steel 
dish

Built-in Wi-Fi

Remote control app 
(no subscription required)

Feed instantly Schedule feedings Portion control

Food refill alert Optional audio 
alerts

Back-up battery 
± 58h

Easy to clean

1.2 kg
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Remote-controlled cat food dispenser
With the Catit PIXI™ Smart Feeder, you can schedule your 
cat’s feeding times or dispense food instantly at the press of a 
button! You don’t have to worry about your cat going hungry 
ever again, with the app’s real-time status overview, optional 
notifications and ability to share with friends and family.

BUILT-IN 
WI-FI

SMART FEEDER

Holds ± 1.2 kg of food, for ± 10 to 15 days*

(*) Average results for 1 adult cat
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SMART FEEDER

Schedule feedings
Schedule your cat’s feeding times in a cycle of  
7 days. Program up to 12 meals per day.

App sharing
Have multiple people (e.g. family, cat sitter)  
control and monitor the feeder by logging in  
to their account on the app.

Free mobile app
With the mobile app, it’s easy to schedule regular feedings without fail 
or delay, and to monitor your cat’s food intake by setting custom meal 
sizes.

Using the app, you can access any of these feeder features remotely:

Dispense food 
Instantly dispenses one portion of food in 
your cat’s feeding dish. 

Customize meal size
Adjust the default meal size (number of 
portions) that the feeder will dispense per 
feeding to your cat’s specific needs. 

Real-time status overview
See when the next scheduled meal will be 
and whether or not the feeder contains 
enough food at present time.

Enable audio (optional)
The feeder will play a sound to notify your 
cat that food has been served.



Notifications
The Catit PIXITM Smart Feeder automatically detects status changes, 
such as when food is running out. Simply enable notifications in the 
Catit PIXITM app, and get notified about those events directly on your 
smartphone.

SMART FEEDER
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Food refill alerts
Get notified when the food level is below 10% of total capacity.  

Obstruction alerts
Get notified in case the feeder is jammed.
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Schedule and customize your cat’s daily feedings
With the Catit PIXI™ Smart Feeder, you can plan out an entire week’s worth 
of feedings, with up to 12 meals per day. Your cat’s feeding plan will repeat 
itself for as long as you want it to, so you’ll never forget a single feeding!

SMART FEEDER

Feed instantly
Dispense food instantly by pressing the cat 
nose on the feeder, or using the mobile app. 
If your cat is a fast learner, this feature can 
be disabled in the app. 

Compatible with all  
traditional food pellet sizes



SMART FEEDER

Portion control
Program the Catit PIXI™ Smart Feeder to dispense just the right 
amount of food for your cat, using the free Catit PIXI™ mobile app.
One meal can consist of one or more portions.

5 meals,   
different portions sizes

12 meals,   
smaller portions for binge eaters

1 portion 3 portions

Example
    = 1 Portion of dry food
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Built to preserve food freshness
After dry cat food is extruded, it is sprayed with oils that can start to break down and 
go rancid once the food is exposed to air. The Catit PIXITM Smart Feeder was designed 
to store your cat’s food in the best of conditions for as long as possible.

Airtight seal keeps food crunchy
The feeder’s reservoir has a rubber sealing ring in its lid 
to keep your cat’s kibble fresh and crunchy for longer.

SMART FEEDER

Mold prevention
The Catit PIXITM Smart Feeder has a 
desiccant pad holder, positioned in 
the center of the lid. The desiccant 
pad absorbs moisture in the reservoir, 
helping to prevent mold from growing. 
Replace the desiccant pad every 30 days 
for optimal results.
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Whisker stress-free shallow dish
The feeding dish was designed to prevent stress on your cat’s sensitive  
whiskers while eating, so they can enjoy their meal to the fullest.

SMART FEEDER

High-grade stainless steel
The dish is removable and dishwasher-safe 
for easy and thorough cleaning. Use the 
holder as secondary dish when the other  
is being washed.
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Smart feeding technology for seamless food distribution
The impeller consists of 5 compartments, of which each is a single portion. Using the app, you 
can set how many portions your cat needs for each individual feeding.

Strong motor
The motor and gearbox reducer deliver a 
consistent low-speed, high-torque output 
to the impeller. Small food particles have 
no chance of hindering its rotation.

Snug impeller housing
The impeller is positioned just above its 
casing to prevent small particles from 
getting stuck.

Soft top divider
A flexible partition brushes stray pellets 
into the food compartiments below, 
ensuring smooth passage.

Unblock reverse
In case of an obstruction, the impeller will 
automatically rotate backwards to clear it.

SMART FEEDER
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Blackout? No problem!
Four C/LR14 batteries can be inserted to provide power to the Catit PIXI™  
Smart Feeder in case of a network power failure or blackout. On average,  
4 back-up batteries can provide approximately 58 hours of power to the feeder.

± 58*hrs
(*) Average result using  
four C/LR14 batteries

SMART FEEDER
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PIXI keeps an eye on things
The Catit PIXI™ Smart Feeder safely stores your cat’s food where they can’t reach 
it, and the smart sensor inside will tell you exactly when it’s time for a refill. The 
reservoir’s true maximum capacity depends on the pellet size and weight of the dry 
food used.

SMART FEEDER

Time to refill
The LED light status indicator will flash red 
when it’s time to refill the reservoir.
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Lid with airtight seal and  
desiccant pad
With its airtight lock and dehumidifying pad, 

the Catit PIXITM Smart Feeder helps keep your 

cat’s kibble fresh for longer.

Food reservoir 
Safely store your cat’s food where they can’t 

reach it. The reservoir’s maximum capacity 

depends on the size and weight of the kibble.

Base with feeding button
Press the nose button to instantly dispense 

one portion of food (this feature can be 

disabled in the mobile app). The base also 

features two status LED lights.

Stainless steel dish
The feeding dish is removable and 

dishwasher-safe for thorough cleaning.

Food dish holder 
The holder can be used as secondary dish 

when the stainless steel dish is being washed. 

Back-up battery 
compartment
Four C/LR14 batteries (not included) can be 

inserted to provide power to the feeder in 

case of a network power failure or blackout.

Easy set-up
Check the instruction manual to get started with your Catit PIXI™ Smart Feeder!

SMART FEEDER
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Free mobile app 
Unlike a lot of feeders on 
the market, the Catit PIXI™ 
Smart Feeder comes with 
a free app that does not 
require a paid subscription 
to use.

Built-in Wi-fi
Connecting the Catit PIXI™ Smart Feeder to your home’s Wi-Fi  
is child’s play, no third party accessories needed.

SMART FEEDER

#43752

UPC 0-22517-43752-0 
MASTER 6
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Feeder specifications

43752

Catit PIXITM 
Smart Feeder

19.1 x 19.1 x 34.2 cm 
7.5 x 7.5 x 13.4 in

1670g

± 2.9L / 1.2 kg   (± 98 fl oz / 2.6 lb)
reservoir capacity

Stainless steel dish
with dish holder

Food dispenser button

Silent operation

Input DC 5V 1A

Power 0.25 W (idle) 
< 1 W (dispensing food) 

USB output with adapter

Back-up battery compartment

Airtight seal and desiccant pad
(max size 8.5 x 8.5 cm ( 3.3 x 3.3 in))

App support with real-time overview

Low food and obstruction 
mobile notifications

Customizable meal sizes,  
max 12 feedings / day


